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Abstract. Learning resources are massive, heterogeneous, and constantly changing. How to find the required resources quickly and accurately
has become a very challenging work in the management and sharing of learning resources. According to the characteristics of learning resources,
this paper proposes a progressive learning resource description model, which can describe dynamic heterogeneous resource information on
a fine-grained level by using information extraction technology, then a semantic annotation algorithm is defined to calculate the semantic of
learning resource and add these semantic to the description model. Moreover, a semantic search method is proposed to find the required resources,
which calculate the content with the highest similarity to the user query, and then return the results in descending order of similarity. The simulation
results show that the method is feasible and effective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning resources are an important part of educational activities,
and an important factor to improve the quality and effectiveness
of teaching. With the rise of digital education and the arrival of
the era of big data, learning resources are growing explosively,
which needs to be effectively managed. Learning resources have
the following characteristics: a) multi-source and heterogeneous;
Massive digital learning resources involve a variety of heteroge-
neous data resources, which can be called heterogeneous data
from multiple sources. For example, there are many formats for
data, such as text format and XML format, and the data structure
includes structured data, semi-structured data, and unstructured
data. b) rich semantics; Learning resources contain rich seman-
tics, and there are many semantic relationships among them,
such as precursor relationship, inclusion relationship, equiva-
lence relationship, etc. c) dynamic change; The evolution of
the content of learning resources makes resources in constant
dynamic change. Therefore, the management and sharing of
learning resources must meet the real-time needs, and the up-
dated content can be searched in time.

How to find the required learning resources quickly and accu-
rately has become a research hotspot. Semantic search research
has introduced various representations of semantic information,
such as semantic tags, ontology representation in the Semantic
Web, and semantic information retrieval [1]. However, existing
semantic search methods are difficult to describe and search dy-
namic heterogeneous learning resources in a timely manner, and
it is difficult to find appropriate learning resources accurately
and quickly according to learning needs.
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To solve these problems, this paper proposes a progressive
semantic description method, which can effectively and clearly
describe the dynamic heterogeneous resource information. On
this basis, a semantic search method is proposed, which can
quickly and accurately find the required resources.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
introduces the research status of dynamic semantic description
and search. Section 3 introduces the design and implementation
of dynamic semantic description of learning resources. Section 4
introduces the design and implementation of semantic search
methods. Section 5 makes an experimental analysis of the pro-
posed methods. The last section gives conclusions and future
work.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Description and search of learning resources
For many years, scholars have devoted themselves to the study
of learning resource description methods. IMS Common Car-
tridge [2] used files to organize and manage the content and
structure of resources. LOM [3] (Learning Object Metadata)
specified a conceptual model that defined the descriptive, struc-
tural, and semantic features for a learning object. SCORM [4]
(Sharable Content Object Reference Model) proposed a resource
description and encapsulation model to describe micro granular-
ity resources, further refine the shareable granularity of learning
resources, and provide a smaller resource sharing method than
file level. Some scholars consider the evolution of learning re-
sources in their resource descriptions. Yu et al. [5] presented
an organizational model for organizing learning resources. By
using time dimension and knowledge ontology, Learning Cell
can support the dynamic evolution of learning resources, and
describe the internal structure and external relations of learning
resources more flexibly. Chen et al. [6] proposed a dynamic
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learning resource model with context. The model has context
information and flexible content, which allows content to be
dynamically adjusted in different contexts, thereby providing
learners with the most appropriate resources.

In order to describe the rich semantics of learning resources
and enhance the retrieval, reuse and combination of resources,
semantic web technology, especially ontology technology, has
been widely used in the field of education [7, 8]. Sein-Echaluce
et al. [9] proposed a semantic search system based on Web 3.0.
Subject resources are organized and classified by ontology, and
then the searchability of resources is improved by ontology rea-
soning, so that students can better acquire the knowledge in
the subject. Palombi et al. [10] constructed an ontology-based
learning management system, which used RDF (Resource De-
scription Framework) to describe the important vocabulary of
educational content, students’ activity traces and other infor-
mation, and then, SPARQL query language is used to support
data query and analysis of the specific needs of users. In or-
der to discover, manage, and incorporate open education re-
sources, Koutsomitropoulos et al. [11] introduced the concept
of learning object ontology repositories to enhance and maintain
the metadata of educational resources, and then annotate and
discover educational resources by reference semantic thesauri.
Cerón-Figueroa et al. [12] introduced a new model of pattern
classification and its application to align instances from different
ontologies, which are related to the content of e-learning educa-
tion in the knowledge society, and the experimental data here
involves the OWL (Web ontology language) ontology language
format and the LOM learning object metadata format. Vagliano
et al. [13] proposed a platform which included a huge amount of
heterogeneous educational resources, such as documents, videos,
and social media posts. The platform represents users and docu-
ments using thesaurus or ontology, and recommends educational
resources based on users’ search history. In addition, with the
increasing abundance of learning resources, the dimension of
semantic space increases sharply. Using dimension reduction
techniques to select representative semantics will speed up the
query speed [14].

In summary, the application of ontology in the educational en-
vironment mainly focuses on resource description and resource
retrieval. However, ontology construction is a complicated pro-
cess. It is difficult or even impossible to create and use ontology
for a specific domain. The construction process of ontology in
the field of education also faces such challenges and difficul-
ties [15, 16].

2.2. Dynamic semantic search
In the dynamic search scenario, the system usually improves
an initial query (such as modifying and expanding it with se-
mantic information or constraints) to make the initial request
more precise. The problem of computing the rewriting of an
extended query is studied [17], for avoiding recomputation, the
initial query is ‘decomposed’ into its atoms and then each atom
is processed incrementally. In order to develop KBC (Knowl-
edge Base Construction) system, Shin et al. [18] proposed an
incremental reasoning method based on sampling and varia-
tional techniques, which can incrementally generate semantic

reasoning results of KBC system. Kang et al. [19] proposed an
incremental optimization method based on semantic rule guid-
ance for the periodic query scenario of the data warehouse. By
extending the query syntax, users can describe the repeated cycle
and increment table of the query, and the optimized incremen-
tal query plan can be executed on the mainstream distributed
computing framework (such as Map Reduce). However, for the
large-scale database with high-frequency updates, the query per-
formance of the current incremental processing method still has
more room for improvement [20].

In addition, many scholars have integrated the idea of datas-
pace [21] into the research of dynamic semantic search. The
core idea of data space is to manage data by PAYG (pay-as-you-
go) mode. The characteristics of this mode are it can provide
simple functions (such as keyword query) without or only at
a very low cost of early construction, and then provide grad-
ually enhanced data management functions (such as semantic
query) according to the cost of investment. Salles et al. [22]
proposed a PAYG query processing strategy: through matching,
transformation, and merging, it can extend the semantics of the
source query to get a new query, so as to improve the query
effect. However, it is difficult to describe complex semantics,
and the cost of query rewriting is high. Mahmoud et al. [23]
proposed the schema clustering and retrieval of multi-domain
systems, which implements PAYG mode data management by
dynamic and progressive data integration of various coexisting
heterogeneous data. Belhajjame et al. [24] studied how to grad-
ually select the mapping that satisfies the query requirements
through user feedback. By dynamically expanding the query
range with feedback information, Yuan et al. [25] proposed a re-
tail product search and recommendation method that embeds
weighted TF-IDF in keywords. For the ontology-based data ac-
cess/query system, Sequeda et al. [26] proposed the ontology
construction and mapping method based on PAYG mode. Curry
et al. [27] discussed PAYG data management in an intelligent
environment, and the entity-centric query service of Real-time
Linked Dataspace was proposed to meet the interactive query
delay requirements, but it cannot achieve a large-scale imple-
mentation and the application cost is high. In addition, Zhou et
al. [28] combined RDF triplet storage with OWL 2 reasoner and
proposed an OWL query method based on PAYG mode, which
can handle the extension of any OWL ontology. In order to pro-
vide scalable PAYG query answering, Zhou et al. [29] presented
a hybrid approach to query answering over OWL 2 ontologies
that combined a Datalog reasoner, that is, the approach delegated
most of the computation to the Datalog reasoner and used the
expensive OWL 2 reasoning only when queries need to be fully
answered. The above research implements OWL query based
on PAYG mode, but the query effect depends on the maturity of
OWL 2 reasoner.

There has been some research close to our work in heteroge-
neous data fusion and integration. Zhang et al. [30] discussed
the challenges of dealing with multi-source heterogeneous data
fusion and introduces the deep learning methods for heteroge-
neous data fusion. Hu et al. [31] proposed a virtual data space
model describing multi-source heterogeneous data resources,
presented the automatic construction process of the model, and
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designed a dynamic evolution algorithm to track the life cycle
of data resources in real time. Kiran et al. [32] discussed the
limitations of the existing IE (Information extraction) techniques
due to the heterogeneity and unstructured big data and proposed
a potential solution to improve the unstructured big data IE
system, which can increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
the data analysis process. Sakouhi et al. [33] proposed a new
semantic trajectory annotation method, which integrated the
original mobile data, geographic information, and social media.
The results showed that the method improved the quality of
annotation words by integrating two semantic sources. To im-
prove search efficiency for detecting singleton review spammers,
Isa et al. [34] presented a new scalable windowing approach
for pairwise-similarity search, and an in-depth search strategy
that established a relationship between twitter status and user
engagement after a tweet has been posted. The results showed
the interesting symmetry properties in terms of similarity distri-
bution and duration.

To sum up, the main problems existing in the description and
query research of learning resources are as follows: a) The meth-
ods of resource description lack the dynamic expansibility and
cannot describe the heterogeneous and dynamic learning re-
sources in time. b) The current education semantic description
methods have high cost and high time complexity in query
processing. In the recent years, the research of heterogeneous
and dynamic data integration and management has made great
progress. We plan to introduce the idea of these achievements to
solve the above problems of learning resources description and
query.

3. DYNAMIC SEMANTIC DESCRIPTION FOR LEARNING
RESOURCES

3.1. The description model of learning resources
According to the characteristics of learning resources, we pro-
pose a learning resources description model LRD (Learning
Resources Description) which is defined as follows:

Definition 1. Learning resources are described by a directed
graph LRD G := (N,E), where N is a set of nodes N1, . . . ,Nk,
each node Ni is a set of attribute-value pairs, each value can be
a bag of words or text content. Ni called blank node if Ni = Φ,
where the set of attributes of each node may be different, and
even there exist the nodes without attribute-value pairs (blank
nodes) which are used to describe incomplete information. E
is a set of labeled directed edges (Ni,N j,L), where Ni,N j ∈ N,
i 6= j and L is a label which can be a null value. Edge can be
used to describe any kind of relationships between nodes, and L
is a null value if the edge has not an explicit label. Specifically,
when there is not any connection between nodes, E = Φ.

Learning resources usually include structured, semi-struc-
tured, and unstructured data such as audio, video, pictures,
question banks, and test papers. With information extraction
technology, LRD can describe the different formats of learning
resources.

Example 1. LRD describes the question bank documents (see
Fig. 1).

From Fig. 1, it can be seen that the nodes of LRD rep-
resent the file directory “question banks”, the files “C++
question-bank.doc” and “Java question-bank.pdf”. The node
“question banks” is a set of attribute value pairs {(type, “folder”),
(size, 69835), (createddate, 12/09/2018 13:04), (updateddate,
25/10/2019 18:45) . . . }. The node “java question-bank.pdf” is
a set of attribute value pairs {(type, “PDFfile”), (size, 25420),
(createddate, 23/09/2018 10:34), (updateddate, 25/10/2018
11:42), (author, “MingLi”), (version, . . . ) . . . }. LRD can also
describe the fine-grained contents of the documents, such as
the choice questions and their options. Furthermore, Edges rep-
resent the associations among the files and their contents. For
example, the file “C++ question-bank.doc” is in the “question
banks” directory, which can be expressed as: (question banks,
C++ question-bank.doc, has file); the association of question
and the option B can be expressed as (question NO 1 . . . , B . . . ,
has option).

a)

Fig. 1. LRD description of the question bank documents: a) question bank documents
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b)

Fig. 1. LRD description of the question bank documents: a) question bank documents, b) LRD

3.2. Dynamic semantic description method
The description of learning resources by LRD is a dynamic
process. Semantic information about resources is added to LRD
through repeated optimization. The specific idea is shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A dynamic process of semantic description

The semantic information can be obtained through various
methods such as machine learning and text content mining. We
mine the attributes and their values of this information to gener-
ate attribute value pairs in the form of N{(attribute, value). . . }.
Moreover, we analyze the semantics of this information, such as
synonymy, antisense, global, local, etc., and generate semantic
mapping rules from simple to complex asymptotically. The se-
mantic mapping rules are as follows: C same-as D (reflects the
synonymous relationship between C and D); C different-from D
(reflects the antisense relationship between C and D); C is–a D
(reflects C as a member of D); C part-of D (reflects C as a part
of D); C is-instance D (reflects C as an example of D).

We define the semantic annotation algorithm (see algorithm 1)
to calculate and return the content of the semantic annotation
(attribute-value pairs or edges of nodes). The algorithm deter-
mines whether the semantic information is related to the node or

the edge in LRD. If it is related to the node, the content of the
semantic annotation is calculated and returned in the form of the
attribute value pair of the node. If it is related to the edge, the
content of the semantic annotation is calculated and returned in
the form of the edge between nodes.

We add the above semantic annotation to LRD to generate the
LRD’ model with semantic information (as shown in the bold
arrow and attribute value pair (A1

kV 1
k )). The adding method is as

follows: The semantic association between nodes is represented
by edges, and the semantics of node attributes are added to
attribute value pairs in an extended way.

Algorithm 1. Semantic annotation

Input: LRD, semantic mapping rules {C is-a D, . . . },
semantic information attribute-value pairs M{(attribute, value) . . . };
Output: LRD’.
1 for i = 1 to k do
2 Compare C, D, M and Ni

3 if C = Ni or D = Ni then
rewrite LRD to LRD’ by adding an edge with label
“is-a” between nodes Ni and C/D

4 if M = Ni then
rewrite LRD to LRD’ by adding the attribute-value
pairs of M to Ni in the form of Ni {(attribute, value) . . . }

5 end do
6 return LRD’

4. SEMANTIC SEARCH METHOD
The way of semantic annotation does not change the structure of
LRD, so our query method can support semantic query on LRD’
without special extension, that is, this query method is universal
to LRD or LRD’.

We use the similarity function to describe the similarity of
two learning resource documents.
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Definition 2. The semantic similarity function of nodes
Csim(Ni,N j) and its threshold t describe the similarity between
nodes on LRD, where t ∈ (0, 1], Ni,N j ∈ N.

The similarity function Csim(Ni,N j) can be calculated by
traditional IR (Information Retrieval) technology (such as TF
(Term Frequency)/IDF (Inverse Document Frequency) and co-
sine similarity method). For example, the similarity of two learn-
ing resources can be calculated as follows: extract two groups
of words (such as the name, author, and file type of learning
resources) from two learning resources nodes respectively, and
then use the cosine similarity method to calculate the similarity
of these two groups of words.

We mainly consider attribute similarity and attribute-value
similarity of nodes, and define the calculation of Csim(Ni,N j)
in equation (1) as follows:

Csim(Ni,N j) =W1×Asim(A,B)+W2×V sim(VA,VB)

=W1

n
∑

k=1
akbk√

n
∑

k=1
a2

k

√
n
∑

k=1
b2

k

+W2

n
∑

k=1
VakV bk√

n
∑

k=1
Va2

k

√
n
∑

k=1
V b2

k

, (1)

where, W1, W2 are the weights, and W1 +W2 = 1. A and B
are the attribute sets of nodes Ni and N j, respectively, in the
form of {a1,a2, · · ·}, {b1,b2, · · ·}, VA, VB are the attribute value
sets of A and B, respectively, in the form of {Va1,Va2, · · ·},
{V b1,V b2, · · ·}. Asim(A,B) is the attribute similarity function,
V sim(VA,VB) is the attribute value similarity function, they are
calculated by the cosine similarity method.

Definition 3. The semantic similarity function of edges
Rsim(Ri,R j) and its threshold t describe the similarity between
edges on LRD, where t ∈ (0,1], (Ri,R j) ∈ E.

We mainly consider the similarity of graph structure and the la-
bel similarity of edges, and define the calculation of Rsim(Ri,R j)
in equation (2) as follows:

Rsim(Ri,R j) = 1−

√
ged(Ri,R j)

max
{

MRi,MR j
}
+ERi +ER j

, (2)

where, the correlation Ri contains MRi nodes and ERi edges,
the correlation R j contains MR j nodes and ER j edges, and
ged(Ri,R j) is the graph editing distance function, which is used
to calculate the minimum cost of the complete editing path from
the source graph to the target graph.

The calculation method of ged(Ri,R j) is as follows. Ri and
R j can be regarded as a graph with related nodes and edges
respectively. The editing distance between two graphs refers to
the sum of the costs of the minimum editing operations required
to transform one graph into another graph. The graph editing
operations are specifically divided into the following six basic
operations: a) insert an isolated label node; b) delete an isolated
node; c) replace the label of a node; d) insert a label edge to two
unconnected nodes; e) delete a label edge; f) replace the label
of one edge in the figure. Assuming that the cost of all editing
operations is 1, the graph editing distance is calculated and

compared with the given threshold value to judge the similarity
between the two graphs. The smaller the graph editing distance
is, the higher the similarity will be.

We implement the semantic keyword query on LRD’ through
the following steps: When the user queries, we analyze the
user’s query requirements based on natural language analysis
and keyword extraction methods, then calculate the node set and
information to be compared on LRD’, and then use the semantic
similarity algorithm (see algorithm 2) to calculate the node with
the highest similarity to the user query, and then return the results
to the user in descending order of similarity.

Algorithm 2. Semantic keyword query

Input: keyword query k; threshold t.
Output: result set NoteRes (attribute-value pairs of nodes)
or EdgeRes (edges).
1 for each node n ∈ N do
2 compute Csim(k,n)
3 if Csim(k,n)≥ t then NoteRes := NoteRes∪n
4 end for
5 for each edge e ∈ E do
6 compute Rsim(k,e)
7 if Rsim(k,e)≥ t then EdgeRes := EdgeRes∪ e
8 end for
9 return NoteRes/EdgeRes that are ranked by a descending order

of their similarity

5. EVALUATION
In this section, the simulation experiments have been performed
to evaluate the performance of semantic description and search
approach mentioned in Section 3 and Section 4.

The computer used for the experiments is Intel(R) Pentium(R)
CPU G4560 @ 3.50GHz with 4GB of RAM. By extracting
some learning resources, we constructed LRD which contained
2160 nodes and 2165 edges, then we constructed LRD’ by algo-
rithm 1 which contained 2436 nodes and 2439 edges. We defined
six keyword queries that involve nodes and edges. We set the
threshold t = 0.7, this value is generally accepted in similarity
calculations [35].

The six keyword queries on LRD/LRD’ and their response
times are shown in Table 1. The response times are obtained on
a warm cache. From the experimental result, we can see that
most queries response times on LRD are less than those on LRD’.
This is because LRD’ with semantic information has more sides
and nodes than LRD, so it takes more time to query on LRD’.
Taken as a whole, the gap of response times between LRD and
LRD’ is very limited. Thus, we can draw the conclusion that our
approaches do not add much overhead for semantic annotation.

We evaluated the results by using the IR metrics recall, pre-
cision, and F-measure, which are the important basis for mea-
suring the effectiveness of information retrieval. The relevant
concepts and calculations are as follows:

Recall R is the ratio of the amount of relevant information
queried to the total amount of relevant information in the re-
trieval system:
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R = (Number of related information queried/total number of
related information in the system) ×100%

Precision P refers to the ratio of the amount of related infor-
mation queried to the amount of all information queried:

P = (Number of related information queried/total number of
query results) ×100%

F-measure comprehensively considers the effect of recall and
precision, and its calculation is as follows (3):

Fβ =
(β 2 +1)PR

β 2P+R
. (3)

Here β is the parameter, when β = 1, F-measure is obtained
according to equation (4):

F =
2×PR
P+R

. (4)

Figure 3 shows the recall and precision of queries on LRD/LRD’.
We can see that the recall or precision of most queries on LRD’
are improved in different degree. For example, both the recall
and the precision of Q1 on LRD’ are improved greatly. However,
both the recall and the precision of Q3 on LRD’ are barely
improved because the semantic description of a PDF file is less
in LRD’, and the accuracy of semantic query is not high. In
general, the more semantic descriptions, the better the query
effect. In summary, our semantic description and search method
can improve the quality of query results, and the degree of
improvement depends on the amount of semantic information.

Fig. 3. The recall and precision of queries on LRD/LRD’

F-measure combines the results of recall and precision, which
are closely related and mutually restricted. Since the query
method cannot be perfect, when we need to retrieve more related
documents, that is, the larger the R value, the accurate result P of
retrieval will be affected. Similarly, when we want to get a more
accurate result P, we will require a stricter “retrieval strategy”,
which will make some relevant documents not be retrieved, and
R will also be affected. Therefore, this paper chooses an ap-
propriate degree F for the “retrieval strategy” according to the
needs, which cannot be too strict or too loose, and seeks a bal-
ance between R and P. Figure 4 shows that, overall, the value
of F-measure on LRD’ is higher than that on LRD, especially
the value of F corresponding to Q1, Q2 and Q5 is significantly
higher, while the F value of Q3, Q4 and Q6 is slightly higher. In
addition, because the F value of LRD’ fluctuates between 0.8
and 0.95, while the F value of LRD fluctuates between 0.75 and
0.95, so the curve of the value of F on LRD’ is relatively stable
than that on LRD. It can be seen that the query method in this
paper improves the query quality, and the query strategy is ideal.

In addition, we evaluated the scalability of the proposed
method through the data sets of different sizes. Firstly, by adding
nodes and edges to LRD’, we constructed 4 data sets: S1, S2,
S3 and S4, where S1 contained 3570 nodes and 4218 edges, S2
contained 5013 nodes and 5901 edges, S3 contained 7032 nodes
and 8359 edges, and S4 contained 10130 nodes and 12947 edges.
Then Q1~Q6 queries were executed in the above different data
sets, and the average query response time was calculated. The
results are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. The results of F-measure on LRD/LRD’

Fig. 5. Performance of our query method on different data set scales
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It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the response time of all queries
increases when the size of the data set increases. The average
query response time of Q1~Q4, in which query involving nodes
or attributes, increases slightly, while the average query response
time of Q5 and Q6, which query involving edges, increase sig-
nificantly, because Q5 and Q6 spend more time on the selection
and calculation of query paths. In general, the response time of
all queries can still maintain linear growth, so our method has
better scalability and extensibility.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a semantic description method is presented to
dynamically describe learning resources, it can describe the
heterogeneous and fine-grained contents of learning resources.
A semantic search method is also presented to improve the
quality and accuracy of keyword-based query. The simulation
results show that our methods are feasible and effective. In the
future, we will plan to study two aspects: a) How to implement
more complex semantic query for learning resources; b) How
to describe and query learning resources with weak semantic
relationship. In the following work, we plan to introduce more
advanced reasoning engine and machine learning method to
improve the semantic query of learning resources.

APPENDIX

Table 1
The response times of keyword queries on LRD/LRD’

Query ID Expression
Response time

on LRD (s)
Response time

on LRD’(s)

Q1 question bank 0.39 0.43

Q2 java 0.18 0.18

Q3 PDFfile 0.12 0.12

Q4 version 0.28 0.29

Q5 is–a 0.23 0.24

Q6 hasfile 0.36 0.36
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